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Abstract— In this project the proposal concept is to reduce 

the human effort in garbage cleaning in seaways by 

automated system. Now a days even though automation plays 

an important role in all industrial areas in the proper dumping 

of waste material from industrial and domestic areas are still 

challenging task and faces many problems to doing the task. 

Drainage pipes are using for the dumping and unfortunately 

sometimes there may be loss of human life while doing the 

work of cleaning the garbage in drainage pipes. To reduce this 

problem and to save the human life and human effort we 

design mechanism “Automatic garbage collector machine”. 

We design our project to use this in effective way to control 

the dumping or disposal wastages and with and with the 

cleaning of gaseous substances and the process of garbage 

cleaning and it also reduce spreading of diseases to human 

being.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Automatic drainage water cleaning and control system using 

auto mechanism proposed to overcome the real time 

problems. With the continued progress of industries, the 

problem of sewage water must be urgently resolved due to the 

increasing sewage problems from industries of the 

surrounding environment. The waste and gases produced 

from the industries are very harmful to human beings and to 

the environment. Our proposed systems are to cleaning and 

maintain the drainage level using auto mechanism technique. 

Auto mechanism is the major controlling unit and the 

drainage level is monitor by municipal. In this system we 

used motor, chain, driver, bucket, and frame.Water is a basic 

necessity of humans and all living beings there is a plenty of 

water on earth but that is not suitable for human use. Clean 

water is more important if used for some purpose. The 

impurities present in water can cause hazardous and disease. 

As long as the seaways system is considered the function of 

the main drainage system is to collect, transport and dispose 

of the water through an outfall or outlet. Impurities in 

drainage water can be only like empty bottles, polythene 

bags, and papers. etc. These impurities present in drainage 

water can cause blockage or the drainage system. The 

seaways system can be cleaned time to time manually or such 

a system can be designed that will automatically throw out 

wastages and will keep the water clean. The project is 

designed to keep clean the drainage system and helps to 

smooth working of the system. This project automatically 

cleans the garbage in the water in the drainage system each 

time any wastage appears and this form an efficient and easy 

to cleaning the drainage system and preventing the blockage. 

It also reduces labour work and improves the quality of water 

that is cleaned. If the garbage are allowed to flow they will 

end up flowing down to recreational beaches used for tourism 

purposes making ascent not pleasurable to the eyes else these 

garbage flow to residential sites where they are burnt in a way 

of getting rid of them, thereby causing climate change. The 

drainage systems are cleaned when there is no water in them 

i.e. when it is not raining, but when it is raining the drainage 

systems cannot be cleaned because of the sharp conditions of 

the rain which no one would volunteer to endure to ensure 

garbage does not enter into the drainage system. 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The machine is placed in the drain so that only water is 

flowing through lower grids, like bottle waste, like cloth 

waste which floating on water and etc. the waste like a bottle 

is floating in drain are lifted by teeth which connected to the 

chain. This chain is connected to a motor which drives the 

chain. When the motor starts rotating then chain also rotated 

then also starts to rotate teeth to lift up. The waste garbage is 

lifted by teeth and the waste material is stored in a collector.  

 
Fig. 2.1: Proposed System 

 
Fig. 2.3: Fabrication of the system 

III. DETAILS OF WORK 

1) It has been decided that project should make considering 

the use of electronic system under the guidance of 

respective subject a specialized person. 
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2) Search has been made for the need of efficient 

technology by finding the problem faced by the different 

system. 

3) It has been found that in various technologies are cost-

effective and slow in response. 

4) Group has come up with the concept of fabrication of 

automatic garbage collector system which will be less 

costly. 

5) A different type of equipment electronics component has 

been found and their working has been studied. 

IV. WORKING 

The automated mechanism is basically designed to filter out 

the solid waste of the running drains and hence removing the 

possibility of any blockage of the flowing waste water. The 

turbine is the power (rotation) generating elements that 

function on the hydraulic power and hence then drive the 

chain mechanism. The power generated by the turbine is 

being transmitted through the sprocket-chain arrangement 

from turbine shaft to mechanism drive shaft and hence the 

chain mechanism is being driven. The chain mechanism is 

being fitted with the wire mesh filter that just picks up the 

solid waste while the liquid waste flows through the 

mechanism .The size of mechanism holes can be adjusted in 

order to decide the different size of solid waste we are 

working on. The system is being adjusted at an angle so that 

mechanism is able to hold the solid waste the storage box is 

kept where the solid waste is collected and later the box can 

be cleaned to remove the collected waste. 

A. System Flow Diagram 

The methodology used for whole processing of automatic 

garbage collector machine is given below; this methodology 

given about which work is carried out by the system. It is the 

standard process of mechanism, it shows in simplest manner. 

 
Fig. 4.1: System Flow Diagram 

V. DESIGN DESCRIPTION 

Assortment comprises of use of logic guideline, important 

data, and creative energy for the advancement of new 

component to work the particular capacity with most great 

economy and effectiveness. Thus having outline approach 

must be embraced. The total plant work has been into in two 

parts. 

 System Design 

 Mechanical Design 

A. System Design 

Frame work configuration is for the most f the parts concerns 

the different physical limitation and ergonomics, space 

necessary, game plan of different on casing at frame work, 

numbers of controls, man-machine collaboration, position of 

controls, extent of change, workplaces, add up to weight of 

machine and significantly more. 

B. Mechanical Design 

In mechanical design the components are listed down and 

stored on the basis of their obtain the design in two categories 

namely. 

Designed parts 

Parts to be purchased 

Mechanical outlines stage is mostly important to use from the 

perspective of originator as the entire achievement of venture 

relies on upon the right plan examination of the issue 

numerous preparatory options are killed amid this stage. 

Creator ought to have sufficient learning about physical 

properties of material load stresses and disappointment. He 

ought to recognize all insides and outer powers following up 

on machine part. 

1) Advantages 

1) It is available at very low cost. 

2) It operates easily. 

3) Simple in construction. 

4) It can be portable. 

5) It works long time 

2) Disadvantages 

1) Due to the connection between wire brush and wheel 

therefore small sound and vibration is occurring. 

2) Width of the mechanism is limitation as it can clean drain 

width up to its width only. 

3) Cannot withstand higher loads. 

3) Application 

1) It can work as part of BMC 

2) It can be utilized to separate plastic thermocol from 

sewage. 

3) It can be use to separate the sewage from water. 

4) The machine maximally worked in 5 feet in length. 

VI. CONCLUSION                 

The deplete squander water cleaner machine is planned and 

made by utilizing gear changing and shaft coupling rule. It 

comprise fundamentally DC equipped engine, shafts, 

squander expulsion plant, clean receptacle, course, sprocket 

and chains. Construction materials are effortlessly available, 

creates work (development and maintenance) simple to build. 
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